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The midiBLUE NFC controller is used to switch lighting on, off and monitor it remotely via a web page or by 
a proximity via a smartphone from the midiBLUE NFC application. This solution allows the user to decide 
for themselves which way of communication they use at a given moment. The controller is mounted in  
a lighting cabinet. In conjunction with the Internet site, it creates a system that allows for remote monito-
ring and management of street lighting. This solution allows for real time observation of the functioning of  
a large number of lighting cabinets.
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midiBLUE NFC is a modern street lighting controller. It is used to switch on and monitor the 

lighting via a website or smartphone from the midiBLUE NFC application.

midiBLUE NFC is a street lighting 

control application that can be down-

loaded for free from the Google Play store. 

Installed on a smartphone, it allows you 

to manage the midiBLUE NFC controller. 

Programming of the controller is done by 

wireless NFC communication.

PROGRAM
REMOTELY 
OR VIA
PROXIMITY!



midiBLUE NFC

The benefits of  midiBLUE NFC:

highest lighting control precision – time retrieved directly from the atomic 
clock guarantees an absolute accuracy

high comfort of use – you can change the controller’s operating parameters 
and control the lighting from any place
- remote GSM communication

ability to change the controller operating parameters with a smartphone 
from the midiBLUE NFC application – wireless NFC communication 

lower costs of using and maintaining the installation
 

possibility to switch the lighting on and off via SMS

immediate information on the occurrence of alarm situations  

reaction to sudden weather changes in the sunset and sunrise zones
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